
 WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO 
Aborishade Patience Ayodele

The future in her gently grows 

She caters, cares and bears

She shares her soul with them

She holds the future first 

Just when the time is right

The future,   She birth at night

She takes the time and pain

And nurse with all her vein

He left to build the world 

With tools and self and pride

He locked her back at home

With 'Future' by  her side

He never knew her worth

"To hell with her " he thought 

But here's what's real and true

She sees the future too.
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INTRODUCTION

Women have been seen for decades as tools to be used by men, personalities to be seen but not 

heard, occupants of the other room and the list continues.  The society gives women awards for the 

most beautiful girl in dash and the hour glass of the year which do not in anyway contribute to the 

social and intellectual development of neither these women nor the society. 

Women face many problems but these problems elicit complains than solutions and we keep on 

recycling these problems. Scribble the Future is not an initiative that wants women to neither hate 

men nor tell women that child bearing will enhance ageing therefore; they should not try it out. No, 

this is Africa. Scribble the future rather wants to give to young writers, especially females the 

opportunity of solving contemporary and future problems through literature.

We See The Future Too is an anthology of top twenty poems submitted for the maiden edition of the 

Scribble the Future Poetry Competition. The poems were edited by Oyin Shoola and Rasaq Malik 

Gbolahan. Although, the maiden edition was meant for students of University of Ibadan alone, Miss 

Moromoluwa Olusanjo, a student of University of Ilorin also submitted. Her poem was added to the 

anthology as a means of encouraging her. The publication of this anthology is a step towards making 

rights the wrongs that the generations before us have committed. It is a step towards helping the 

future.

Read, learn and see the future!

Amos Oluwatobi Adejimi,

Founder,

Scribble the Future Initiative 



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

ANAZA-MARK ABIGAEL OMENEKE

At the other end of the river,

Sonya saw a lush of green grass

Her imaginary tongue longed to taste life

One asides the desert of her mind

Young stricken arid, but not disillusioned

So passionately she dared that her sons, in future

Will not dwell with those souls; dispassionate timorous

Weaker vessels; women are called

Weaker vessels; bearing strong ones

What irony, what do we really see,

That makes us to continually feed 

The mocking mouths from our tortured breast?

We have long nursed our injury,

From history and even philosophy,

Our lives; we've forgotten how to live fully,

So long blinded by some ill-defined ideology.

We sit no longer where we were made to sit,

But rise to tear the surrounding walls

Our once weakened spirit now tempered by heroism,

Soars to a new place of vision withstanding painful pleasure.

The strong ones predicted the journey when they sighted the start

But the road failed to curve where it should have

The lush of green grass slowly turns grey

Oh! For the dimness of the mind's eye, we go through a backward scape

What would have become of our journey if there were no;

Stella Okolie or Princess Diana

Marie Stopes or Okonjo Iweala

Nightingale or Buchi Emecheta

Who got us to the lush part of some rivers?

Women; we see the future too.



FROM MY TELESCOPE

Omole Rose

With my telescope I watched this being

Who 

         Was filled with mysteries.

I had no misery 

� � But I

Wanted to understand the 

Mystery

� �  Behind 

The strength 

Of this being.

From my telescope I watched

This being with arms outstretched to her creator

On bended knees below the equator

Her face lifted up to the skies

In her eyes deep within

The truth lies.z

Her strength is multiplied in His presence

� She knows the future when she's

With Him

She's transformed, refined...

Above all, teachable.

She learns and sees...

She sees and learns

She sees the future...

Same with every being in her likeness

Sensitive

Observant...

I am one of her offspring...

We see the future too.



GEMS IN THE ROUGH

Ope Oluwaseun Eunice

We see the future too

Seemingly tattered 

In our dirty designers'

Our soles, our shoes

We have a future too

Waiting each day for the stroke of lightening luck.

We eat with mud-plated spoons,

Waiting for the hope of someday.

 

We see the future too. . .

Our dreams we write in the sky

Far from the reaching hands of discouragement;

Waiting for fulfilment .

We see the future too

Waiting for the prying eyes of Mr. Opportunity;

The one who sees the gem within 

. . . Our bridge to greatness

We see the future too

As we should

So we gingerly await

The day we say 'vision accomplished'!



I CAN'T WAIT TO HOLD THE FUTURE IN MY ARMS

Ogwiji E. B

We crowned the one-legged umbrella

But her wings couldn't saves us from the wrath of the sun

It exposed us to injuries from the slaps of acidic raindrops

And now the broom is sweeping endlessly:

Sweeping and sweeping our streets

Yet it remains an unsightly sight

Littered with all manner of political rubbish

And the garbage of unfulfilled promises

Today tastes sour but a cube of hope

Will sweeten tomorrow

And scrap the memory of yesterday's sorrow

I am not an artist

But let me paint tomorrow

On the canvas of dreams, with the crayon of hope

For it is not enough to ink the torments of the moment

We must use the spectacles of optimism to see beyond our obstacle

Because tomorrow in itself is an offspring of today

Whose lethal mutations we can control with genetics

So I speak with the voice of an auxiliary geneticist:

The future is only a zygote in the womb of change

And it is growing, blossoming into a foetus of reality

That cannot be held hostage by the empty promises of demagogues

The genetic sieve has filtered every trace of corruption

Together with the debris of religious crisis and ethnic antagonism

It has utterly destroyed the gene that codes for terrorism

Look, the enormous contractions of parturition is at the door

Gather your strength, travail and endure the birth pangs

For the dilated cervix has given me a glimpse of the future Nigeria

And I sincerely can't wait to hold this future in my arms



THE LADY & HER FUTURE

OLAWEHINMI TAIWO DORCAS

Beauty at its peak

Strength shrouded in silk 

The feminine species

A wonderous mystery

Of sea-deep secrets.

The future is an open market

Open; but not free.

"Bend and Select!" the marketer crys.

Checklist required

Else you pick the wrong wares.

The future is for all to see

And you get what you see.

She sees the future too

XX gene; No limit

For the future is in her and is her!

The lady and her future. . .

The future in her 

Daily awaits travail

Though seemingly latent,

Very imminent and eminent!



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

Abolade Irenitemi 

Feeble!

chanted by arrogants

the wise and intelligent call her brave

her genetic inheritance do not determine her vision

wo-man, that's what she's called

the womb that carries with it the qualities of a man

Do you know her?

The world roared

future! 

The mystical journey of life

curiosity and sensitivity throws her to the path

kindness and patience shows her the way

Alas!

crystal clear it became

the mystery key lies in her

no one sees the future than the future

she is the future.



THE PAST, THE PRESENT, THE FUTURE

Ige Rachel

I

The burning of glory, bright light like fire

The journey to freedom, long rung of a ladder

The turning of destiny, bold folds of a puzzle

We see the future too, but not like you do

II

Unbending morals of patriots killed

Unending flow of red blood spilled 

Unshaken courage for bright future seen

Undeterred search for love to be bound in

We saw the past, and how it passed fast

III

Now though the present reeks with oppression sour

Leaders of our generation speak highly of recession

Citizens of the nation bask low in moral regression

Even the poor have nothing to lack in rancour

We see the present, and its lies we resent

IV

Yet something afar off, fills our eyes with longing

It draws our heart out from the morbid grave of reticence

We see the future, on the hills of opportunity

And it burns brighter than a bonfire 

We see the future, and it shines with parity

We see it, just not like you do.



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO…

Oloyede Evelyn Oluwatosin 

Far from our senses,

The facts were hidden,

From our eyes, true beauty concealed,

From our noses, the fragrance of true innocence,

From our tongues, the taste of freedom,

From our skin, the feel of solace, and

From our ears, the rhythm of tranquility.

Norms upon doctrines,

Rules upon expectation,

Our free will was trapped in silence.

The loudest of our voices can only be heard in our very own heads,

Our tongues buried six feet under fear.

Tell me

How do I speak when the only sound that comes out of me is the heavy thumping of my heart beat?

How do I know what really is good or bad, when you have sealed my senses with a so called veil of customs?

How do I lead tomorrow, when I am bound by your shackles?

How do I innovate when you associate creativity with sorcery.

But in the stillness of the mind,

I saw myself as I am

UNBOUND

Amidst the persistent army of tears matching down my eyes I see a light

I see pure beauty in all you call taboo.

Threaten us no more for now we know you have your fears too

We see clearly that which you have made hidden for years

WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO.



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO 

Aborishade Patience Ayodele

The future in her gently grows 

She caters, cares and bears

She shares her soul with them

She holds the future first 

Just when the time is right

The future,   She birth at night

She takes the time and pain

And nurse with all her vein

He left to build the world 

With tools and self and pride

He locked her back at home

With 'Future' by  her side

He never knew her worth

"To hell with her " he thought 

But here's what's real and true

She sees the future too.



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

Oluwatoyin Ajilore

Embittered, battered and betrayed

To the empty world our minds relay

The wordless anguish of the raped

Forgotten, silenced and laid.

The memories of the nightmare

Still fights to keep our hearts bare

Even in the midst of the funfair

All we hear is the sound of the tear.

The world all black as coal

Like a dark bottomless hole

Leave us searching for the pole

Of any minute ray of hope.

But we see the future too

Even if it seems full of rue

Yet we'd fight even if with a tooth

To see our dreams come true.



THE FUTURE THROUGH MY EYES

Omotoso Oluwadamilola

Taking a stand away from my mess

I stare at how I take a stand

Viewing my innermost doggedness as a magic wand

I see an older me refusing to deserve less

Let no one tell me I am messy

Let no one despise my physical make up

Let no one make up stories about how I refused to wake up

Let no one tell me I am but a *Sisi

I may be the weaker vessel

But that is no reason to terrorize my pant

Like a peacock, I'd rise and flaunt

Knowing I can take giant strides and whistle

A little more squint

I stand tall with education as my weapon

My skills as my leap-on

My experience as my quilt

Through patience and strength

I swim through the sea of corruption

Standing straight as an emblem of commendation

Resisting every political and corporate moth

I am but more than a girl-child

More than a tool of connivance and violence

I birth much more than generations

Potentials and gifts I also mould

Stooling close to my begging stool

I take a long view at the previous week

My present eye tells me that i am weak

My future eyes tells me that I am a tool

*Sisi – A Yoruba word for a young woman.



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

Adebayo Kehinde Esan

On the whetstone of history

Times and seasons have come and gone

Still we journey in the circle of ideas and philosophies of men

We were made to believe our opinions and insights could not get past the walls of a kitchen

Yet our creativity is men's activities

We see the future too

We see as rain clouds form

Gathering oceans with tiny drops

Making the genesis of seas and oceans

We know the future is not tomorrow but now

We create the future because we see it

We see the future too

It is high time the world looked beyond the veil and see

That even in the days of old

We've been the pioneers of dreams come true

The mothers of inventors

Who have brought about discoveries

We see the future too

It is high time the world looked beyond the veil and see

That our care and love has a mark on the wall of history

Our love and guidance has come into the world of men

Leading them to the right path of success

Our experiences has helped us discover defined insights

Because we see the future too

We are the story in history

The imprints of our fingers lingers in the soul of men

We have been 

We are

And we would be 

We see the future too 



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

EKE CHRISTIANA O

In the assembly of the gods

In the gathering of spirits

And upon the anxious brows of Ijase hills,

I stand

 To make my claims for my race.

Our tears are dry and too embarrassed to fall,

Our muted cries, gush out from strangled throats

And we are tired of eating stale tears,

 Served in the earthen bowls of the gods.

Our toes are blackened from standing on fire kindled under our soil

We sit in the ashes of long forgotten fire

With our pots, having long lost the memories 

Of how to cuddle food to her bossom.

Let the gods stand on trial

For our accusations are valid

And our ebo, placed on the junction where three paths meet must speak!

Our bottles of fanta, the defectless goats and

Eko, sprinkled with the fresh palm oil from Ira market

Are our evidence.

Deceive us no more

By your messengers, fattened from our sacrifices

Hopping about like amputated grasshoppers.

Deceive us no more 

With colourful pictures painted from deceitful lips.

Deceive us no more

With the toneful tune of your dirge.

Deceive us not

With the white circle around your short sighted eyes

For, we are become our own priests

And we see the future too. 



FEMININE FUTURE

TELLA OLUWATOYIN ALICE

On this day

I look forward to that day

When I'll  look back to this day

And say

I remember that day

When I looked forward to this day

On that day

I shall say

All the work

The tears

The sacrifices

Paid off

I shall look back

At how I fought

And never gave up

The fight against relegation and redundancy

Just because of my earth suit

I shall look back and smile

Because I am maximizing all the potentials

Given me by my maker

I am fulfilling the call

Of womanhood

That day is the future

And it's starting now

The beauty inside

Is coming alive

This is tomorrow

Through feminine eyes



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

Mofoluwawo Favour Ona-ara

Her father's voice spelt doom

 

Her aunt's, "expectation-full"

Father: A girl has no space at the top

All she needs is a spoon and a pot

Aunt: that is sheer ignorance

Don't be to your daughter -a hinderance 

Father : she will give up easily, 

Life is a man's game

Aunt: then you have not heard of Ezekwesili

Who in life's game has made herself a name

Sade did not hear the rest.

But she decided to write her own story

To give her best, to attain the extraordinary

We see the future too,

Ignorance is not a virtue

We can take charge of our lives

And by ourselves thrive

We see the future too

To us, none can paint green as blue

We do not live for servitude



 can play this game too

If you can see the future, join us

This  is a new  age

Our lives controlled by us,

We will break traditon's ancient cage

For now we see the future

Sade fought for better

She saw the future then

Now she liberates with her pen

And for us , works to make it brighter.



THE FUTURE ON MY PALMS

Tejuoso Olamide

My inside reddens as I turned at the shadows

Of minds lost; of souls laid with gyves in their hands

In disharmony they cluster on the brown earth

Fertilised by their corruptive poop

All mourning; all morning

People of our land, arise

For the glistening rains are coming

Even as the green lightening shimmer their behinds

And angry-merrilyful clouds glower at our soils

Gather your Strength and wait and pray for a clear way

Sometimes I lay on the gray  science

Soaring to the break of mankind at dawn

I see joblessness carved on the head of the bond-knock

Bearing its dark Providence on our whole

My hair grew tongues and wailed like a woman in labour

People of our land, arise 

For the time has come to let all wrongs begone and sins be caught

Let peace clothe our pride and service

From Within, we shall work together as geese

Digging deep for golden dreams to share

Now from the 'rock' I heard conscience's cry

Impregnate the lightless halls and walls

As her white saness is lost on the field of muddy hearts

The illusioned learneds crafted a lectern of haram-ic solidity

And preached of her innocent end in calm critiques

People of our land, arise

For our epidemic patriots shall be hounded by truth

As we enthrone conscience on the lofty rock 

Medleying our hearts to love and live

Not betraying our oil of gladness but Pushing for the greatest future 



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

Agbeye Mercy

arise ,o women of valour

how long will we keep silent?

tears enough shed, we now see blur

the weight of aching backs leave us bent

the august breeze we once enjoyed

lashes our bosom with coal

waving palm fronds now applaud

leaving our exposed skin cold

we have taken our own selves captive

put guns to our heads

remind them who we're supposed to be

womanhood, the similitude of peace

unless we panic and let our suffering be

our anthem becomes a dirge. Our nation's unity we pledge

arise, o compatriots,

men don't have wombs, we do

we won't exchange it for tombs

cheers to a new revolution

out of the smoke,our country will rise

the spirit of unity we'll wake

we're aware the horses that supports the shield have retired

we won't fail to refire

our dream,

our country will beam

forevermore the thick flow of our blood pulsating

giving is life,giving us hope

we pledge to the anthem "we see the future bright"it's our song not limited,it won't be deleted.



THROUGH THE ORBUCULUM

TEMILOLUWA APANTAKU

Before you drop the veil,

Allow me, again,

This last time to view-

The young adorned in cloaks 

Worn by fathers' sins;

Crimson stained moccasins,

Evidence of brothers fallen;

Faces cold as icy nights,

Yet, the eyes burn with eternal hope

For a change in eons past,

That is now,

To rewrite the fated doom 

Which is theirs.



 FUTURE'S ROYALTY

ABDULLAHI HALIMA ABISHOLA {HAL-B}

Make way for my piping pen

As she gives her soul to this deadly sleeping scroll.

I see the future's royalty in company of her children

At a glorious banquet, majestically seated in front row.

I see the future merry in a life of glee,

While joyously beating the victory

On the bravery of her bellicose chest.

As she made her tale of torture a turning point,

While making a peacock display of her priceless crest.

On her endearing gait; is where envious fingers point.

I see the future and her entourage,

Displaying the beauty of her victorious badge

As they bask under the homely shades of the alluring sun,

I see her feeding peace and love to douse the hunger of her daughters and sons.

I see her in the best of days

Shutting the doors of inequality.

I see her in a ravishing rays of rainbows

Overshadowing the bridges of enmity,

As she built a castle of amity.

I see the future caressing the forgone chicks

With her comfy hands of hope,

I see her halting the frightening frail feminine creaks,

And giving them a long room to cope.



O' Arise! And make way for her royalty!

As she glows and flows in her specialty.

She is the future of which we speak,

Heavily pregnant with loads of abundance as her mammary ooze of milk.

I see the future at the terrace of her majestic kingdom,

Favourably inhaling every fresh air of freedom.



WE SEE THE FUTURE TOO

MORONMOLUWA OLUSANJO

Deep down the ocean of history,

Beneath the blue of beauty,

There are sands of mystery,

White shells hidden therein discreetly,

Which only the wise can tell its story.

Can there be a future without a present?

Or a present without a past?

Is there a chick without the egg?

Though excavating the dead past gives phobia,

We still have to unravel it to prevent a future of myopia.

Like a young man using his great grandfather's eye glasses,

We see the past struggles of the masses.

Like the young man using his own contact lens,

We see the present as it is without a fence.

Masses still struggling despite all inventions,

As certain sects loot expensive creations.

Leaving firewood for light,

Legs for flight, Kerosene for sight,

Even the fundamental human rights,

All we can do is recite,

Because nobody is giving us these rights,

Such is the masses' plight.

Though the young man,

not a mate of his great grandfather,

He can see the old man's youth 

from the books of history,

He can feel the presence of the present 

not through any story,

Haven seen the past and now seeing the present,

Can't we too clearly see the Future?
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